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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we construct mathematical models to analyze the probabilities of new call blocking and handoff call (HC)
dropping for a sectorized cellular network with fractional frequency reuse (FFR). Because a sectorized FFR network (SFN)
consists of two areas, the super group (SG) and the regular group (or sectors), three different types of HCs may happen
when a mobile station (MS) moves from the SG to a sector, from a sector to the SG, or from one sector to another sector.
To characterize three types of HCs, we first derive the area transition probability, which is defined as the reciprocal of MS’s
average residence time in an area (i.e., sector or SG). Moreover, we construct the model of Markov chains and derive the
state transition rates. Then on the basis of the stationary probabilities of Markovian states, we derive the three types of
blocking probabilities of new calls and two types of dropping probabilities of HCs. Finally, we conduct extensive numerical
simulations. From the results of numerical simulations, we reveal two important rules for choosing the optimal radius of
the SG, with which the system blocking and dropping probability can be effectively minimized. Copyright © 2014 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) techniques [1–3],
adopted by Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access and long-term evolution-advanced, can effectively
increase spectrum utilization by allocating different fre-
quency partitions to different base stations (BSs). A sec-
torized cellular network with FFR is referred to as a
sectorized FFR network (SFN) in this paper. An SFN
consists of two regions; each region is employing differ-
ent kinds of antennas. The inner circle region, employ-
ing omni-directional antenna, is referred to as the super
group (SG). The outer circle region, referred to as the
regular group (RG), is further divided into a number of
sectors, whereas each sector employs a unit-directional
antenna.

Previous researches on cellular networks can be divided
into three categories. The first category studied cellular net-
works with omni-directional antenna, the second category
studied cellular networks with directional antennas, and the
third category studied SFN networks, which employ both

omni-directional and directional antennas. For examples,
in the first category, V. Goswami et al. [4] proposed a
channel reservation scheme, which reserves a portion of
channels for handoff calls (HCs). If no reserved chan-
nels are available, a HC is moved to the first-in-first-out
(FIFO) queue. In contrast, in Y. Sun et al. [5], a new
call will be moved to the FIFO queue if channels are
not available. A. Sharma et al. [6] divide channels into
two groups, high and low-priority ones. A mobile station
(MS) with short call holding time basically uses high-
priority channels; however, it can employ low-priority
channels once all the high-priority channels are used up.
Other research works focused on call admission control
(CAC). For examples, M. Z. Chowdhury et al. [7] consid-
ered stringent requirements for real-time traffic. If there is
no sufficient channels, the minimum bandwidth for non-
real time traffic is reduced. A. Bozkurt et al. [8] divide
the traffic into two types, voice and data. Their proposed
scheme limits the number of voice calls and then com-
putes the allowable amount of data to enter a cellular
network. Mobility aware CAC algorithm was proposed by
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Y. Kim et al. [9]. Unlike the works in [7,8], the authors
of [9] define two phases, stop and move, for a HC. In
the move phase, a HC is guaranteed to use high-priority
channels. Once the handoff is successful, it changes to the
stop phase, where a HC uses the low-priority channel as
a new call.

In the second category, a cellular coverage is divided
into a number of sectors. By considering the overlap-
ping region between two sectors, J. S. Chen et al. [10]
proposed an allocation algorithm for n sectors with 2n

antenna combinations. C. Mala et al. [11] further divide
the overlapping region into two regions, high handoff
(HHO) and low handoff. To more effectively utilize
channels, a genetic algorithm is proposed to predict the
moving directions of MSs in HHO. A channel preemp-
tion and reservation scheme is proposed by R. Kwan
et al. [12] for a three-sector cellular network. The pro-
posed scheme combines congestion control and preemp-
tive admission control, which allows high-priority traffic
to preempt low-priority traffic under heavy traffic load.
H. Shahzad et al. [13] proposed an adaptive bandwidth
reservation scheme, by which the amount of reserved band-
width can be computed based on the minimum bandwidth
requirement and the probability of handoff. Similarly,
M. Al-Sanabani et al. [14] combine channel preemption
and bandwidth reservation scheme, which allows real-
time traffic to preempt channels employed by non-real
time traffic. To effectively reduce HC blocking probabil-
ity, H. Purmehdi et al. [15] introduced relays between two
neighboring cells.

In the third category, a cellular network with FFR
consists of two regions, the SG and the sectors. Most
previous works focused on interferences and channel allo-
cations. For example, W. Wang et al. [16] proposed
service-associated allocation to reduce inter-cell interfer-
ence. Through simulations, they claimed that their scheme
can significantly reduce new call blocking. Cho et al. [17]
considered co-channel interference (CCI). Their mathe-
matical model analyzes the impact of CCI on the block-
ing probability of inter-sector and inter-cell HCs. Other
researches study how to efficiently allocate and utilize
resource blocks (RBs) in the SFN. For example, S. P.
Chung et al. [18] proposed an RB-borrowing scheme;
when no RB is available in the SG, an MS can use RBs
belonging to a sector. In contrast, Z. Lu et al. [19] allow an
MS in a sector to use RBs belonging to the SG. L. Li et al.
[20] studied the reduction of call blocking if channel bor-
rowing among sectors becomes possible. S. Elayoubi et al.
[21] considered that it is possible for neighboring cells to
use the same frequency. A mathematical model based on
Markov chains was built to analyze blocking probability
under frequency reuse. Finally, S. Y. Kim et al. [22] ana-
lyzed call blocking probability for an SFN by using two
parameters in Markov chains. The first parameter denotes
the channels currently employed in the SG, and the second
parameter denotes the channels currently employed in the
sectors. However, the authors of [22] did not analyze the
performance about HCs.

Unlike the previous work [20–22], in this paper, we con-
struct mathematical models to analyze the new call block-
ing probability and the HC dropping probability for an SFN
with three types of HCs, that is, the HC occurs when an
MS moves from the SG to a sector, from a sector to the SG,
or from one sector to another sector. To characterize these
three types of HCs, we derive the area transition rate of an
MS based on the average moving distance and the average
moving speed. Markov chains are then built and their state
transition rates are formed from the area transition rate of
the three types of HCs. By varying the velocity of MS, the
number of sectors, and the radius of the SG, we can com-
pute the new call blocking probability and the HC dropping
probability. Finally, by numerical simulations, we reveal
two rules for choosing the optimal radius of the SG, with
which the system blocking and dropping probability can be
effectively reduced.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the architecture of an SFN and
the three types of HCs. In Section 3, we build the analyti-
cal models of area transition rates and Markov chains, by
which we then derive the new call blocking probability and
HC dropping probability. In Section 4, numerical simula-
tions are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. SECTORIZED FFR NETWORKS

2.1. Super group and sectors in an SFN

Fractional frequency reuse can increase spectrum uti-
lization through frequency reuse technique. Our consid-
ered SFN architecture follows the assumptions of [3].
Specifically, an SFN of N � S � K represents that, in
a cellular network, each cluster contains N cells, each
cell consists of S sectors, and each cell employs K fre-
quency partitions. Figure 1(a) demonstrates an example
of a 3 � 3 � 3 SFN. Let r and R denote the radius
of the SG and the radius of the cell, respectively. We
assume that r < R. In an SFN, as shown in Figure 1(a),
the allocated frequency band, F, to the SG is further
partitioned into a number of frequency sub-bands. Each
partitioned frequency sub-band is then allocated to a sec-
tor such that no adjacent sectors use the same frequency
sub-band.

We assume that the physical layer of the SFN is the
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA).
OFDMA combines the time division multiple access
and frequency division multiple access schemes. In an
OFDMA system (such as Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access), the time domain is segmented into
symbols, and each symbol is segmented into (groups of)
subcarriers, as shown in Figure 1(b). Moreover, in an
OFDMA frame, a symbol and subcarrier combination,
referred to as a block is the minimum allocable unit. An
RB that consists of constant number .H/ of blocks is
called a channel in this paper. We assume that, initially,
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Figure 1. (a) A 3 � 3 � 3 sectorized FFR network (SFN). (b) The concept of channel (resource block) allocation in an OFDMA-based
SFN network.

the number of channels allocated to the SG and the RG
are based on the ratio of the area of the SG to the area
of the RG. Specifically, in an SFN, if there are Csg chan-
nels for the SG, and there are Cseci channels for Sector

i, where 1 � i � n, we have Csg D
r2

R2 CT and

Cseci D
�

1 � r2

R2

�
CT
n , where CT is the total number of

channels in a frame. Figure 1(b) illustrates one possi-
ble channel allocation in the SFN where r D R=2, n D
3, H D 4, and a frame consists of 16 symbols. Note that
in Figure 1(b), CT D 24 and Csg D Csec1 D Csec2 D

Csec3 D 6; besides, the channels allocated in frequency
band F are colored in green, whereas the channels allo-
cated in F1, F2, and F3 are colored in red, yellow, and blue,
respectively.

2.2. Operations of new and handoff calls

This subsection introduces the operations of new calls
and HCs. We consider three different types of HCs
in an SFN. As shown in Figure 2, the first type is
referred to as HCsgse, which happens when an active
MS moves from the SG to one of the sectors. Note
that an MS is said active if the MS’s call is ongoing.
The second type is referred to as HCsesg, which happens
when an active MS moves from one of the sectors to

Figure 2. Three types of handoff calls in an SFN.

the SG. The third type is referred to as HCints, which
happens when an active MS moves from one sector to
another sector.

We assume that each MS requires one channel to
establish a call. Figure 3 shows how the BS allocates
channels. Note that in Figure 3, Cavail

seci
denotes the num-

ber of available channels remaining in sector i, and
Cavail

sg denotes the number of available channels remaining
in the SG.
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Figure 3. The operations of new calls and handoff calls in an SFN.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

To simplify the performance analysis, we make the fol-
lowing assumptions. (i) Initially, all MSs are uniformly
distributed in a cell. (ii) Each MS first randomly and
independently selects a direction and then keeps moving
according to that direction at the same average moving
speed v. (iii) Once an MS reaches the cell boundary, it
repeats the aforementioned mobility behavior. In other
words, we focus our analysis on the single cell configu-
ration. Note that, in reality, our assumed mobility model
may capture the characteristic of locality of mobility [23].

For example, students in the same campus or vehicles
on the same roadway may have similar moving speed.
The analysis on the multicell configuration is expected
to be very complicated and hence left to the future work
because it would have to consider intercell HCs from six
neighboring cells.

3.1. Area transition rate

The area transition rate .!/ of an MS is defined as the
reciprocal of the average residence time

�
Tres

�
of an MS in

an area (either SG or RG). The average residence time is
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Figure 4. The longest moving distance
�
dmax

sgse

�
of an MS that

moves from the SG to a sector.

defined as the average moving distance
�
d
�

of an MS in an
area divided by the MS’s average moving speed .v/, that
is, Tres D d=v. Clearly, the value of d depends on the MS’s
initial location and its moving direction. In what follows,
let us consider the following three cases: (i) MS moves
from the SG to a sector; (ii) MS moves from a sector to the
SG; and (iii) MS moves from one sector to another sector.

(1) Mobile station moves from SG to a sector. In this

case, the longest moving distance
�

dmax
sgse

�
of an MS

that moves from the SG to a sector is 2r, as shown
in Figure 4. On the other hand, the shortest moving

distance
�

dmin
sgse

�
of an MS that moves from the SG

to a sector is 0. Hence, the average residence time�
T

sgse
res

�
is

T
sgse
res D

�
dmax

sgseCdmin
sgse

2

�

v
D

r

v

Next, we assume that the probability of an MS mov-
ing from the SG to any one of the sectors is equal.
Because we assume that there are n sectors, the area
transition rate (from the SG to a sector), which is
denoted by !sgse, is as follows.

!sgse D
1

T
sgse
res � n

(1)

(2) Mobile station moves from a sector to the SG.

Figure 5 shows the longest moving distance
�

dmax
sesg

�
of an MS that moves from a sector to the SG. From
Figure 5(a,b), we can observe that the value of dmax

sesg
depends on the angle, �2, which is defined as the
angle between edge dsesg and r. From Figure 5(a),
we can see that when �2 D 90ı, we have dmax

sesg Dp
R2 � r2. On the other hand, when �2 > 90ı, we

have dmax
sesg D

r
R2 C r2 � 2rR cos

�
2�
n

�
, which can

be derived by law of cosines. In fact, the number
of sectors, n, can determine the value of �2. Specif-
ically, referring to Figure 5, we define �1 D

2�
n

and �3 D cos�1
� r

R

�
. When �1 D �3, we have

2�
n D cos�1

� r
R

�
, �2 D 90ı and

p
R2 � r2 Dr

R2 C r2 � 2rR cos
�

2�
n

�
. Because �1 � �3, we

have 2�
n � cos�1

� r
R

�
. Moreover, if n � 2�

cos�1. r
R /

,

we have dmax
sesg D

p
R2 � r2; otherwise, we have

dmax
sesg D

r
R2 C r2 � 2rR cos

�
2�
n

�
. To sum up the

aforementioned discussion, we have the following.

dmax
sesg D

8̂
<
:̂

p
R2 � r2, if n� 2�

cos�1. r
R /r

R2 C r2 � 2rR cos
�

2�
n

�
, if n> 2�

cos�1. r
R /

(2)

Figure 5. The longest moving distance
�
dmax

sesg

�
of an MS that moves from a sector to the SG.
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Figure 6. The longest moving distance
�
dmax

ints

�
of an MS that moves from one sector to another.

On the other hand, the shortest moving distance�
dmin

sesg

�
of an MS that moves from a sector to the SG

is 0. Thus, the average residence time
�
T

sesg
res

�
and the

area transition rate
�
!sesg

�
of an MS moving from the

SG to a sector can be derived as follows.

T
sesg
res D

�
dmax

sesgCdmin
sesg

2

�

v

D

8̂
<
:̂

p
R2�r2

2v , if n � 2�
cos�1. r

R /q
R2Cr2�2rR cos. 2�

n /
2v , if n > 2�

cos�1. r
R /

(3)

!sesg D
1

T
sesg
res

(4)

(3) Mobile station moves from one sector to another
sector. Figure 5 shows the longest moving distance�
dmax

ints

�
of an MS that moves from one sector to

another sector. From Figure 6(a,b), we can observe
that the value of dmax

ints depends on the angle, �1, which
is defined as the coverage angle of a directional
antenna. As shown in Figure 6(a), when �1 �

2�
n ,

the longest moving distance of an MS that moves
from one sector to another sector is equal to the
distance from point A to point D. Hence, we have

dmax
ints D AD D

r
2R2 � 2R2 cos

�
2�
n

�
. On the other

hand, as shown in Figure 6(b), when �1 <
2�
n , the

longest moving distance of an MS that moves from
one sector to another sector is equal to the distance
between points A and E. Hence, we have dmax

ints D

AE D

r
R2 C r2 � 2rR cos

�
2�
n

�
.

In fact, we can use the number of sectors, n, to determine
the value of dmax

ints . More specifically, when n D 2�

cos�1
�

RCr
2R

� ,

we have dmax
ints D AD D AE. Hence, when n � 2�

cos�1
�

RCr
2R

� ,

we have dmax
ints D AD. On the other hand, the shortest dis-

tance
�
dmax

ints

�
for an MS moving from one sector to another

sector is 0. Thus, the average residence time
�

T
ints
res

�
and the

area transition rate .!ints/ of an MS moving from the SG to
a sector can be derived as follows. Note that !ints D

1
2T

ints
res

because the probability that an MS moves from a sector to
any one of its two adjacent sectors is equal.

T
ints
res D

�
dmax

ints Cdmin
ints

2

�
v

D

8̂
ˆ̂<
ˆ̂̂:

q
2R2�2R2 cos. 2�

n /
2v , if n � 2�

cos�1
�

RCr
2R

�
q

R2Cr2�2rR cos. 2�
n /

2v , if n > 2�

cos�1
�

RCr
2R

�

(5)

!ints D
1

2T
ints
res

(6)

3.2. Markov chains

We utilize Markov chains to analyze the blocking proba-
bility of a new call and the dropping probability of an HC
in an SFN. Table I summarizes the parameters used in the
following analysis. A Markovian state, .x1, x2, � � � , xn, s/,
is defined as a vector of n C 1 tuples, where the first
n tuples individually denote the number of channels cur-
rently employed by sector i.i D 1 to n/, respectively, and
the last tuple denotes the channels currently employed by
the SG. Clearly, we have x1 C x2 C : : : C xn C s � CT .
We assume that the generation of new calls follows Pois-
son distribution with a mean arrival (generation) rate, �,
and the call holding time follows exponential distribution
with a mean departure (termination) rate, �. To simplify
our analysis, we assume that the average call holding time
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Table I. The longest moving distance
�
dmax

ints

�
of an MS that

moves from one sector to another.

r Radius of the SG
R Radius of the cell in an SFN
n Number of Sectors
CT Total number of channels initially allocated to

an SFN
HCsgse A handoff call occurring when an MS moves

from the SG to a sector
HCsesg A handoff call occurring when an MS moves

from a sector to the SG
HCints A handoff call occurring when an MS moves

from one sector to another sector
T

sgse
res Average residence time of HCsgse

T
sesg
res Average residence time of HCsesg

T
ints
res Average residence time of HCints

!sgse Area transition rate of HCsgse

!sesg Area transition rate of HCsesg

!ints Area transition rate of HCints

� Call arrival (generation) rate
� Call departure (termination) rate

MS, mobile station; SG, super group; SFN, sectorized FFR network;
HC, handoff call.

.1=�/ is bounded but sufficiently large. More specifically,

we assume that 1=� � max
n
T

sgse
res , T

sesg
res , T

ints
res

o
. Accord-

ingly, for the three types of HCs (i.e., HCsgse, HCsesg, and
HCints/, we can use the area transition rate to define the
departure rate of an HC: (i) !sesg: the departure rate of
an HC, which happens when an active MS moves from a
sector to the SG; (ii) !sgse: the departure rate of an HC,
which happens when an active MS moves from the SG
to a sector; and (iii) !ints: the departure rate of an HC,
which happens when an active MS moves from one sector
to another sector. Figure 7 illustrates an example of Markov
chain model with three sectors. It is noticed that a Marko-
vian state here has four tuples, .i, j, k, s/, where i, j and k
denote the number of channels currently employed by sec-
tors 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and s denotes the number of
channels currently employed by the SG. Table II shows the
arrival and departure processes of the Markov chains. We
assume that the three sectors initially allocated the same
number of channels, that is, Ctextsec, and the SG allocated
Csg channels. Note that, theoretically, 0 � xi � Csec and
0 � s � Csg. However, in Table II, we use the notations
xi D Csecb and s D Csgb to represent the situations where
MS’s call is blocked in sector i and in SG, respectively.

As shown in Figure 7, in our analysis, there are five dif-
ferent types of states in the Markov chains. To come up
with the transition matrix for solving the huge-size linear
equation, we first need to identify and calculate the num-
ber of Markovian states in each type of states. Only after
finishing this work, we can obtain the stationary probabil-
ity of each state to derive the blocking probabilities of new
calls and the dropping probabilities of HCs. Table III sum-
maries the conditions of .x1, x2, : : : , xn, s/ for each type
of states.

(1) Non-blocking states.
Non-blocking states are the states where at least
one channel is available for a new call or an HC.
As shown in Figure 7, these states are colored in
grey. Refer to Table III because a call will not be
blocked even when the value of xi increases from 0
to Csec and the value of s increases from 0 to Csg,
the number of non-blocking states can be computed
as follows.

Nnb D .Csec C 1/n �
�
Csg C 1

�
(7)

(2) Blocking states of new calls in the SG.
As shown in Figure 7, these states are colored in blue.
A new call generated in the SG is blocked when the
SG tries to employ more than Csg channels (i.e., the
final tuple, s, reaches the state s D Csgb), regardless
of the feasible value of xi. Refer to Table III because
the value of xi ranges from 0 to Csec, the number
of blocking states of the new calls in the SG can be
computed as follows.

Nncb
sg D .Csec C 1/n (8)

(3) Blocking states of new calls in a sector.
As shown in Figure 7, these states are colored in
orange. A new call generated in sector i is blocked
when sector i tries to employ more than Csec chan-
nels (i.e., the tuple, xi, reaches the state xi D Csec b),
regardless of the feasible values of xj and s, where
i ¤ j. Refer to Table III because the value of xj ranges
from 0 to Csec and the value of s ranges from 0 to
Csg, the number of blocking states of the new calls
generated in one of the sectors that can be computed
as follows.

Nncb
sec D .Csec C 1/n�1 �

�
Csg C 1

�
�

�
n
1

�
(9)

(4) Dropping states of HCs when an active MS moves
from a sector to the SG.
An HC is dropped in the SG when an active MS
moves into the SG and the number of channels
employed in the SG exceeds its maximum. Let s D
.Csgb/

0 denote these dropping states. As shown in
Figure 7, these states are colored in purple. Note
that we use a prime sign outside the parenthesis to
distinguish the dropping states from the new call
blocking states in SG. Refer to Table III because
the states in case 4 cannot occur only when xi D

Csec for all 1 � i � n, the number of dropping
states for HCs moving into SG can be computed
as follows.

Nhcd
sg D .Csec C 1/n � 1 (10)

(5) Dropping states of HCs when an active MS moves
into a sector.
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Figure 7. An example of Markov chains with three sectors .n D 3/.

An HC is dropped in a sector when an active MS

moves into Sector i and the number of channels

employed in Sector i exceeds its maximum. Let xi D

.Csec b/
0 denote these dropping states. As shown in

Figure 7, these states are colored in green. We use

a prime sign outside the parenthesis to distinguish

the dropping states from the new call blocking states

in a sector. Referring to Table III, Equation (11)

shows the number of dropping states for HCs mov-

ing into a sector. Note that in the right hand side
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Table II. State transition rates in Markov chains.

Description Conditions State transition rates

Arrival process
.i � 1, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec b, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg

�
.i, j � 1, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec b, k � Csec, s � Csg

.i, j, k � 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec b, s � Csg

.i, j, k, s � 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csgb

.i C 1, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ 0 � i < Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg .i C 1/��

.i, j C 1, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, 0 � j < Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg .j C 1/��

.i, j, k C 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 � k < Csec, s � Csg .k C 1/��

.i, j, k, sC 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 � s < Csg .sC 1/��

.i C 1, j, k, s � 1/! .i, j, k, s/ 0 � i < Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csgb .i C 1/� !sesg

.i, j C 1, k, s � 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, 0 � j < Csec, k � Csec, s � Csgb . j C 1/� !sesg

.i, j, k C 1, s � 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 � k < Csec, s � Csgb .k C 1/� !sesg

.i � 1, j, k, sC 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec b, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 � s < Csg .sC 1/� !sgse

.i, j � 1, k, sC 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec b, k � Csec, 0 � s < Csg

.i, j, k � 1, sC 1/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec b, 0 � s < Csg

.i C 1, j � 1, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ 0 � i < Csec, j � Csec b, k � Csec, s � Csg .i C 1/� !ints

.i C 1, j, k � 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ 0 � i < Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec b, s � Csg

.i � 1, j C 1, k, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec b, 0 � j < Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg . j C 1/� !ints

.i, j C 1, k � 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, 0 � j < Csec, k � Csec b, s � Csg

.i � 1, j, k C 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec b, j � Csec, 0 � k < Csec, s � Csg .k C 1/� !ints

.i, j � 1, k C 1, s/! .i, j, k, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec b, 0 � k < Csec, s � Csg

Departure process

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k, s/

i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg �
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k, s/
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k C 1, s/
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, sC 1/
.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k, s/ 0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg i ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k, s/ i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k � 1, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, s � Csg k ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, s � 1/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 < s � Csg s ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k, sC 1/ 0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg i � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k, sC 1/ i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k � 1, sC 1/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, s � Csg k � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k, s � 1/
i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 < s � Csg s � !sgse.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k, s � 1/

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k C 1, s � 1/

.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j C 1, k, s/
0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg i � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k C 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j � 1, k, s/
i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k C 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k � 1, s/
i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, s � Csg k � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k � 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .0, j, k, s/ i > Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg

Csec ��.i, j, k, s/! .i, 0, k, s/ i � Csec, j > Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, 0, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k > Csec, s � Csg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, 0/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s > Csg Csg ��

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k, s/

i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg �
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k, s/
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k C 1, s/
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, sC 1/
.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k, s/ 0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, � Csg i ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k, s/ i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k � 1, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, s � Csg k ��
.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, s � 1/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 < s � Csg s ��
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Table II. (Continued).

Description Conditions State transition rates

Departure process
.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k, sC 1/ 0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg i � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k, sC 1/ i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k � 1, sC 1/ i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, � Csg k � !sesg

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k, s � 1/
i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, 0 < s � Csg s � !sgse.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k, s � 1/

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k C 1, s � 1/

.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j C 1, k, s/
0 < i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg i � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i � 1, j, k C 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j � 1, k, s/
i � Csec, 0 < j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg j � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j � 1, k C 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .i C 1, j, k � 1, s/
i � Csec, j � Csec, 0 < k � Csec, s � Csg k � !ints

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j C 1, k � 1, s/

.i, j, k, s/! .0, j, k, s/ i > Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg

Csec ��.i, j, k, s/! .i, 0, k, s/ i � Csec, j > Csec, k � Csec, s � Csg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, 0, s/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k > Csec, s � Csg

.i, j, k, s/! .i, j, k, 0/ i � Csec, j � Csec, k � Csec, s > Csg Csg ��

Table III. The conditions for different types of Markovian states. Figure 7 is a special case of Table III where n D 3.

Type of states Conditions of .x1, x2, : : : , xn, s/

1. Non-blocking states 0 � xi � Csec, 0 � s � Csg

2. Blocking states of new calls in the SG 0 � xi � Csec, s D Csgb

3. Blocking states of new calls in a sector xi D Csec b, 0 � xj � Csec 8i ¤ j, 0 � s � Csg

4. Dropping states of handoff calls when an
active MS moves from a sector to the SG

s D .Csgb/
0, .x1, x2, : : : , xn, s/ ¤ .Csec, Csec, : : : , Csec, s/

5. Dropping states of handoff calls when an xi D .Csec b/
0, 0 � xj � Csec 8i ¤ j, 0 � s � Csg � 1

active MS moves into a sector or8̂<
:̂

xi D .Csec b/
0, 0 � xi�1 � Csec � 1, 0 � xj � Csec 8j … fi, i � 1g, s D Csg

or
xi D .Csec b/

0, 0 � xiC1 � Csec � 1, 0 � xj � Csec 8j … fi, i C 1g, s D Csg

SG, super group; MS, mobile station.

of Equation (11), the first term represents the call-
dropping scenario where an active MS moves from
the SG to a congested sector, under which the value of
s ranges from 0 to Csg�1, and the second term repre-
sents the call-dropping scenarios where an active MS
moves from a sector to the congested neighboring
sector, under which s D Csg.

Nhcd
sec D

�
.Csec C 1/n�1 � Csg �

�
n
1

�	

C
h
.Csec C 1/n�2 �

�
2 � Csec � .Csec/

2
�

�

�
n
1

�	

(11)

Therefore, the total number of states in Markov
chains can be computed by summing up all the five
types of states, i.e., Ntotal D Nnb C Nncb

sg C Nncb
sec C

Nhcd
sg C Nhcd

sec .

3.3. Blocking and dropping probabilities

By using Markov chains [24], we can derive the stationary
probability � .x1, � � � , xn, s/ of each state .x1, � � � , xn, s/.
On the basis of stationary probabilities, we show how
to derive the new call blocking probability and HC
dropping probability in the following. For simplicity,
we consider only the case that n D 3. Note that
other cases .n ¤ 3/ can be derived via the similar
ways.

(1) Blocking probability of new calls in the SG
Summing up the stationary probabilities of
Markovian states where s D Csgb, we have the
blocking probability of new calls in the SG (i.e.,
BPsg/, as shown in Equation (12).

BPsg D

CsecX
x1D0

CsecX
x2D0

CsecX
x3D0

�
�
x1, x2, x3, Csgb

�
(12)
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Figure 8. Dropping states of handoff calls when active MSs move from the SG to Sector 1.

(2) Blocking probability of new calls in a sector
Summing up the stationary probabilities of Marko-
vian states where x1 D CsecC1, we have the blocking
probability of new calls in Sector 1 (i.e., BPsec/, as
shown in Equation (13).

BPsec D

CsecX
x2D0

CsecX
x3D0

CsgX
sD0

� .Csec b, x2, x3, s/ (13)

(3) Dropping probability of HCs from sectors to the SG
Summing up the stationary probabilities of Marko-
vian states where s D .Csgb/

0, we have the dropping
probability of HCs from sectors to the SG (i.e.,
DPsesg/, as shown in Equation (14).

DPsesg D

CsecX
x1D0

CsecX
x2D0

CsecX
x3D0

�
�

x1, x2, x3,
�
Csgb

�0�

(14)
(4) Dropping probability of HCs from the SG to a sector

Let us take Sector 1 as an example. Note that an
HC will be dropped when an active MS is in the
Markovian states where x1 D .Csec b/

0 and s <

Csg. Thus, the dropping probability of HCs from the
SG to a sector (i.e., DPsgse/ can be computed from
Equation (15).

DPsgse D

Csg�1X
sD0

2
4Csec�1X

x2D0

Csec�1X
x3D0

�
�
.Csec b/

0 , x2, x3, s
�

�
!sgse

!sgse C 2 � !ints

C

Csec�1X
x3D0

�
�
.Csec b/

0 , Csec, x3, s
�

�
!sgse

!sgse C !ints

C

Csec�1X
x2D0

�
�
.Csec b/

0 , x2, Csec, s
�

�
!sgse

!sgse C !ints

C �
�
.Csec b/

0 , Csec, Csec, s
�35 (15)

Now, we explain the reasons behind each of the four
parts in the square brackets of Equation (15). The
first part sums the stationary probabilities of states
where x2 and x3 are all smaller than Csec, as shown
in Figure 8(a). Here, because an active MS moving
into Sector 1 may come from the SG Sector 2 or
Sector 3, we have to multiply the probability by the
ratio !sgse

!sgseC2!ints
. The second part sums the station-

ary probabilities of states where x2 is equal to Csec
and x3 is smaller than Csec, as shown in Figures 8(b).
Here, because an active MS moving into Sector 1
may come from the SG or Sector 3, we have to mul-
tiply the probability by the ratio !sgse

!sgseC!ints
. The third

part sums the stationary probabilities of states where
x2 is smaller than Csec and x3 is equal to Csec, as
shown in Figure 8(c). Here, because an active MS
moving into Sector 1 may come from SG and Sec-
tor 2, we have to multiply the probability by the ratio
!sgse

!sgseC!ints
. Finally, the last part sums the stationary

probabilities of states where x2 and x3 are all equal
to Csec. Here, an active MS moving into Sector 1 can
come from only the SG

(5) Dropping probability of HCs between two neighbor-
ing sectors

DPints D
1

2
�

2
4 CsecX

x2D0

CsecX
x3D0

CsgX
sD0

�
�
.Csec b/

0 , x2, x3, s
�

� DPsgse

3
5 (16)

Let DPints be the dropping probability of HCs, which
occur when active MSs move from one sector to
another sector. Let us consider the cases where active
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MSs move either from Sector 2 or Sector 3 into
Sector 1. The first term in the square brackets of
Equation (16) is the dropping probability of HCs
(denoted by �), which occur when active MSs move
from the SG, Sector 2, or Sector 3 into Sector 1. To
obtain the value of �, we need to sum up the prob-
abilities of the states where x1 is equal to .Csec b/

0.
In Equation (15), we have derived DPsgse, the drop-
ping probability of HCs, which occur when active
MSs move from the SG to Sector 1. Thus, the drop-
ping probability of HCs, which occur when active
MSs move from Sector 2, or Sector 3 into Sector 1 is
��DPsgse. Because each sector has two neighboring
sectors, we have DPints D

1
2

�
� � DPsgse

�

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

This section evaluates the new call blocking probability
and the three HC dropping probabilities. In the numerical
simulations, we fix the transmission range of a BS (i.e., R)
to 1000 m. We then vary the MS’s average moving speed,
the radius of SG, and the number of sectors to observe
the impact of these parameters on the system block-
ing probability. Table IV are the parameters used in our
numerical simulations.

4.1. Fixed radius of the SG

Figure 9 shows new call blocking probability in a sector
(i.e., BPsec) when the radius of SG is fixed to one half of
R. We define the traffic load � as the ratio of call arrival
rate to call departure rate. From the figure, we can see all
curves rise with the increasing of traffic load. Besides, we
see that under the condition where the traffic load is 1.2, the
value of BPsec is highest when n D 6 and v D 20 km/hr,
whereas the value of BPsec is lowest when n D 3 and
v D 100 km/hr. This is because an active MS with higher
moving speed tends to release its channel much faster than
an MS with lower moving speed. Further, according to
Equations (5) and (6), a larger number of sectors .n D 6/
will come out with a larger !ints (the area transition rate of
an active MS that moves from one sector to another sector),
which will increase the channel contention between HCs
and new calls in a sector.

Figure 10 shows new call blocking probability in the
SG (i.e., BPsg) when the radius of SG is fixed to 500 m.

Table IV. Parameters and settings.

Parameters Settings

Radius of an SFN .R/ 1000 (m)
The ratio of r and R (i.e., ˛ D r=R) 0.25, 0.5, 0.66
Number of sectors .n/ 3, 6
Average moving speed of MSs .v/ 20, 100 (km/hr)
Call departure rate .�/ 0.005

SFN, sectorized FFR network.
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Figure 9. Blocking probability of a new call in a sector.
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Figure 10. Blocking probability of a new call in the SG.

From Figure 10, we can see that regardless of the vale
of n, an active MS with higher moving speed has lower
BPsg than an active MS with lower moving speed. How-
ever, by comparing Figure 9 with Figure 10, we observe
that new call blocking in a sector (i.e., BPsec) is larger
than that in the SG (i.e., BPsg). The difference between
BPsec and BPsg becomes even larger when the number
of sectors is increased from n D 3 to n D 6. In other
words, Figures 9 and 10 together demonstrate that BPsec
will increase and BPsg will decrease as n is increased.
This interesting phenomenon can be explained from two
aspects. First, from Figure 9, we can know that new call
blocking in a sector .BPsec/ will increase as n is increased.
Second, from Figure 11(a,b), we can find that when n D 3,
there are five active MSs moving from a sector to the SG.
However, when the value of n becomes 6, two of MS’s
calls may be dropped (when these two active MSs move
into the neighboring sectors) before they move into the
SG. Consequently, the channel contention in the SG could
be reduced.

By fixing n D 3, Figure 12 shows the impact of vary-
ing the moving speed of MS on the dropping probability
of HCs. HCs occur when active MSs move (i) from the
SG to a sector; (ii) from a sector to the SG; or (iii) from
one sector to another sector. Note that the dropping prob-
abilities of HCs for these three different moving patterns
are denoted by DPsgse, DPsesg, and DPints, respectively.
From the figure, we first observe that regardless of the
type of HCs, an active MS with higher moving speed
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Figure 11. Larger number of sectors may reduce the channel contention in the SG.
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Figure 12. Dropping probability of an HC versus the moving
speeds of MSs.

(e.g., 100 km/hr) has higher dropping probability than an
active MS with lower moving speed (e.g., 20 km/hr). We
also observe that among the three dropping probabilities,
DPsgse is the highest, DPsesg is the second, and DPints is the
lowest. The reasons are as follows. As shown in Figures 5
and 6, the longest distance for an MS moving from a sec-
tor to the SG (i.e., dsesg) is shorter than the longest distance
for an MS moving between two sectors (i.e., dints/. Thus,
from Equations (4) and (6), we can know that the area tran-
sition rate of an MS moving from a sector to the SG (i.e.,
!sesg/ is higher than that between two sectors (i.e., !ints).
As a result, HCs in the former case occur more often than
HCs in the latter case. Hence, DPsesg is higher than DPints.

Next, we investigate the impact of varying the number of
sectors on the dropping probability of an HC. As shown in
Figure 13, as the number of sectors is increased from 3 to
6, DPsgse and DPints increase, whereas DPsesg decreases.
The reason for the increase of DPsgse and DPints is that
the value of !ints increases with the increasing number of
sectors. Thus, channel contentions that occur in two types
of HCs, HCsgse and HCints, increase. On the other hand,
the reason for the decrease of DPsesg can be explained by
Figure 11, which shows that, as the value of n increases,

v=100 km/hr
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Figure 13. Dropping probability of an HC versus the number of
sectors.

HCs are easier to be dropped in the middle when active
MSs move from a sector to the SG.

4.1.1. Adjustable radius of the SG.

By fixing n D 3 and v D 100 km/hr, Figure 14 depicts
the impact of changing the radius of SG .r/ on the drop-
ping probability of an HC. In the experiments of Figure 14,
we set r D 100, 500, or 900, where r D 100 and r D 900
are two close to extreme cases. From Figure 14(a), we
observe that DPsesg increases with the increasing value
of r. The reason is that as the value of r is increased,
the value of dmax

sesg (the longest distance of an MS moving
from a sector to the SG) becomes smaller, and the value
of !sesg (the area transition rate of an active MS moving
from a sector to the SG) becomes larger. To the contrast,
Figure 14(b) shows that when the radius of SG is increased,
DPsgse becomes smaller as the value of dmax

sgse becomes
larger. From Figure 14(c), we observe that DPints becomes
much smaller when the radius of SG is increased from 100
to 900 m. The increasing radius of SG definitely reduces
the channel contention in a sector because, on average, an
active MS requires longer time to move from the SG to a
sector to the SG, which in turn decreases !ints and DPints.
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Figure 14. Dropping probability of an HC versus the radius of
SG.

Above all, we observe an interesting relationship among
three types of dropping probabilities: when the radius of
the SG is fixed at 100 m, we have DPsgse > DPints >

DPsesg. However, when the radius of the SG is fixed at
900 m, we have that DPsesg > DPsgse > DPints.

4.1.2. System blocking and dropping probability.

The optimal radius of the SG .r�/ in an SFN is the value
of r with which the sum of new call blocking and HC
dropping probabilities can be reduced to the minimum. We
define the system blocking and dropping probability .Psbd/

as follows.

Psbd D n �
�
BPsec C DPsesg C DPsgse C DPints

�
C BPsg

(17)

By fixing traffic load .�/ to 0.7, Figure 15(a,b) show the
system blocking and dropping probability .Psbd/ versus
the radius of SG, as v D 20 km/hr and v D 100 km/hr,
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Figure 15. System blocking and dropping probability versus the
radius of the SG.

respectively. When v D 20 km/hr, we observe that Psbd can
reach the minimum when r� D 0.5R if n D 3 and r� D
0.7R if n D 6. On the other hand, when v D 100 km/hr, we
observe that Psbd can reach the minimum at r� D 0.3R if
n D 3 and r� D 0.5R if n D 6.

Thus, for an SFN, we have discovered two important
rules by which a telecom company can reduce the sys-
tem blocking and dropping probability: (i) for an SFN with
a large number of sectors (e.g., n > 3), a large radius
of the SG is preferred (e.g., 0.5R � r� � 0.7R); and
(ii) for an SFN with higher moving speeds of MSs (e.g.,
v > 20 Km/h), a small radius of the SG is preferred (e.g.,
0.3R � r� � 0.5R).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented mathematical models to
analyze the new call blocking and the HC dropping prob-
abilities for a sectorized cellular network with FFR. One
of the contributions of this paper is to derive the area
transition rates of the three types of MS’s moving pat-
terns: moving from the SG to a sector, moving from a
sector to the SG, and moving from one sector to another
sector. Besides, we derived the state transition rates for
Markov chains. On the basis of the stationary probabilities
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of Markovian states, we have obtained the new call block-
ing probabilities for the SG and the sectors, respectively.
We have also computed the HC dropping probabilities for
inter groups and inter sectors. Finally, from the results of
numerical simulations, we have suggested two important
rules for a telecom company to choose the optimal radius
of the SG, with which the system blocking and dropping
probability can be effectively minimized.
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